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Abstract

Thesis presents new upwards bending icebreaking (UBIB-) process and hull form. The develop-
ment of the process is based on theory which includes studies of sea ice physical properties and
precedent studies of icebreaking resistance components, both in full and in model scale.

The presented compilation of sea ice theory and ice measurement reports reveal that ice bending
strength decreases significantly when the direction of bending is changed from downwards to up-
wards. This reduction of strength is strongly related to temperature gradient through the ice thick-
ness.

The theory of UBIB process and basic equations for calculating the ice resistance in level ice condi-
tions is introduced. The theory relies on existing formulations and data of icebreaking process re-
sistance components. New and adapted resistance components are formulated using simple physi-
cal approaches.

The ice model tests, made with the developed UBIB model, confirmed the basic functioning of the
hull type. The tests also introduced new challenges in modelling due to the model ice properties.
The behaviour of the model ice in icebreaking velocity changes from brittle to plastic when the
bending direction is changed.

The theory presented in this thesis predicts over 60% decrease of ice resistance in level ice condi-
tions, when new hull type is compared to the current state of the art.
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Notations & abbreviations 

 

AWL Waterline area of the hull 

β Bending angle (angle between horizontal plane and hull in transversal plane)  

B Breath 

E Elastic modulus 

FBow-Wave Turbulent forces due bow wave 

FV Vertical force of the ice in bending and shear process 

Fy-turn Vertical force of the ice in turning process 

G Shear modulus 

L Length 

λ Scaling factor 

µ Friction coefficient 

µD Poissons ratio 

PS Portside 

ϕ Encounter angle (angle between upwards stem and horizontal plane) 

q Quantity of ice floes 

ρ Density 

ROW Open water resistance of the hull  

RB+OW Additional open water resistance due additional draught  

Rµρ Hydrodynamic channel resistance due suffocated wave caused pressure field friction.  

RµShear Frictional x-component of shear process 

RµBend Frictional x-component of bending process 
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RµTurn Frictional x-component of turning process 

SB Starboard 

Si Salinity of Ice 

σf Flexural strength 

σs Shear strength 

σt Tensile strength 

σc Compression strength 

σb Bending strength 

τ Shear strength 

T Draught 

T+ Additional draught 

vb Brine volume 

va Air volume 

vT Total porosity 

ϒ Angle between horizontal plane and a section perpendicular to water line 

 

FEA FiniteElement Analysis 

UBIB Upwards Bending IceBreaker 

WIMB Wärtsilä Icebreaking Model Basin 
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1. Introduction 

 

The race of conquering arctic seas which was dominated by the Soviet Union for 40 years has restarted in 

the 21st century. Two economical factors are leading to new high of icebreaking and ice going vessel 

demand:  

 The opening of Northern Sea Route, which cuts the travel distance between Europe and far-east by 

approximately 40%. [Schøyen & Bråthen, 2011; Kujala & Riska, 2010] 

 Plans for exploitation of huge hydrocarbon reserves estimated to situate in the arctic. [Yenikeyeff & 

Krysiek, 2007; Kujala & Riska, 2010] 

Whilst the technic and processes of icebreaking and icebreaking vessels have developed greatly during the 

last approximately 100 years, the needed propulsion power for icebreaking process has remained relatively 

high. As in all the industry forms, also in shipping and thus in icebreaking, the current mode is in promoting 

green values. With green values is referred to both nature and money. The emissions and costs due used 

fuel should be cut to minimum.  This thesis presents revolutionary vision of future icebreaking method with 

up to 60% decrease on ice-resistance in level-ice conditions. 

The traditional icebreaking process will be shortly introduced, followed by introduction of basic features of 

the Upwards Bending Ice Breaking (UBIB) process. Along with UBIB presentation, preceding upwards 

breaking concepts are shortly discussed. 

After the introduction, the theory part of the thesis starts with presentation of ice as the element of the 

icebreaking process. The process of icebreaking by bending and turning ice upwards will be discussed using 

theories based on simple beam theory, semi-infinite plate theory, basic physical energy and work 

comparisons as well as full and model scale testing. Basic form factors for ice-belt area of the upward 

bending icebreaking vessel are presented on the base of before mentioned discussions. 

The practical part of the thesis is the development and execution of ice model tests in Otaniemi ice tank. 

Followed by the tests results is the comparison of predicted and realized ice resistance.  
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1.1. Traditional icebreaking process 

 

The traditional and currently used icebreaking process is as follows [Enkvist, 1972; Kujala & Riska, 2010]: 

 Vessel hits the ice-sheet causing crushing, figure 1. 

 Vessel bends the ice downwards, figure 2. 

 Vessel turns and submerges ice floes, figure 3. 

The bow of the vessel forces against the ice sheet causing crushing and shearing failure of the ice contact 

area. The area of the contact increases until it is large enough to cause enough bending momentum on the 

ice sheet edge to induce bending failure. After the ice floe has been formed, the bow form forces it to turn 

parallel to the bow angles. The last part of the process is the sliding of the ice floe under the hull (see figure 

25). [Lindqvist, 1989] 

 

 

Figure 1. Crushing component of ice breaking process adapted from Lindqvist [1989] theory 
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Figure 2. Simplified bending component in traditional icebreaking process 

 

Figure 3. Presentation of forces in submersion process 
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In the traditional ice breaking process all three resistance forming components are considered to be highly 

dependent to vessel speed. Exact causes of this dependence are discussed, but not exactly resolved. 

[Lindqvist, 1989 ; Enkvist, 1972 ; Kämäräinen, 2007] 

The speed dependence of ice resistance in traditional icebreaking processes has been distributed to 

reasons such as acceleration of ice floes, ventilation and viscous drag. However the exact quantified prove 

beyond doubt of these factors have not been established [Lindqvist, 1989; Enkvist, 1972; Kämäräinen, 

2007; Heinonen, 2010]. Besides the different possible increasing factors of the resistance due increasing 

velocity, [Enkvist, 1972] presented that with higher icebreaking velocity the submerged ice dives deeper 

and thus is no longer in contact with underwater hull, leading to decreasing submerging resistance.  

In full and model scale tests made in 2010 for evaluating the influence of velocity to ice resistance, the 

influence of bow wave in high speeds was recognized [Heinonen, 2010]. The bow wave lifted the ice sheet 

in front of the icebreaker so that the ice floes hit the hull in almost perpendicular angle as can be seen 

figure 4. In the same test it was noticed that the bow wave decreases remarkably when vessel moves from 

open water to ice covered zone. This decrease was interpreted to induce additional pressure fields under 

the ice sheet, which could eventually break thinner ice sheets, prior hull-ice contact. 
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Figure 4. The influence of velocity to the icebreaking process with traditional 

icebreaker hull. At low velocity the ice bends downwards, whilst at high 

velocity ice floes are lifted upwards [Heinonen, 2010] 

 

The dynamic forces due bow wave have been presented by Enkvist [1972], and Heinonen [2010]. Additional 

advantage of the high velocity, observed in full scale, is that the channel breath made with higher velocities 

at low ice thickness conditions tended to increase due the higher wave forming [Heinonen, 2010]. 

Leiviskä & al [2000] presented results of resistance tests for vessel in ice-free ice channels. In low velocity 

the additional channel resistance in narrow channel equals the open water resistance. When velocity 

increases to approximately 9 knots, the channel resistance decrease below 50% of the open water 

resistance. After 9 knots the channel resistance starts to increase corresponding to approximately 75% of 

the open water resistance at the velocity of 13 knots. 
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1.2. The UBIB and preceding upwards breaking concepts 

 

In the new icebreaking (Upwards Bending Ice Breaking) UBIB-method the contact angle between ice-sheet 

and vessel is kept as low as possible and instead of forcing the ice-sheet downwards, the force direction is 

upwards, figure 5. The principal of the method is to eliminate the crushing process, as far as practical, and 

to aim the bending caused traction force against the most vulnerable part of the ice-sheet (bottom). 

Additionally the high resistance ice submerging process will disappear whilst new load in form of frictional 

up-turning of the ice is added.  The upwards stem of the hull slides under the ice sheet until the buoyancy 

force is high enough to cause mixed shear-crushing failure on the ice (position b at figure 5.). The shear 

failure is then followed quasi instantly by the bending failure (positions a1 & a2 at figure 5). The hull at the 

waterline is slender aiming to cause only two rows of ice floes. The process continues with ice sliding on top 

of the hull and finally turning aside.  

 

 

Figure 5. Principal of the UBIB process. a1 & a2 present areas of bending and b area of shear dominated 

breaking process. 
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This thesis is not the first time that upwards breaking process has been considered. Following individual 

components have been recognized to influence the resistance of ice breaking process: 

 using the weight of ice versus the buoyancy force of the vessel for breaking of the ice [Madden & 

al, 2006] 

 reducing significantly the waterline breath of the vessel [Stephens, 1970; Madden & al, 2006; Aker, 

1976a; Aker, 1976b] 

 Using Ice bulbs or other protruding hull parts for breaking the ice prior the main part of the hull 

gets in to contact with the ice. [Rupp & Hympendahl, 2003] 

The difference of this thesis with the predecessors is the comprehensive approach which includes also the 

interpretation of ice physical properties and all the important factors of hull form in upwards icebreaking 

process. In 1970s, many upwards breaking concepts were patented and/or promoted. Gallagher [1974] 

patented method of icebreaking using combination of uplifting and water jet. This patent presented tug 

size vessel, with shovel bow form to lift the ice upwards which with the assistance of the water jet aimed to 

top surface of the ice, caused the bending crack to the ice sheet. Two major foibles of this concept can be 

recognized without in-deep research: 

 The vessel size and thus the buoyancy caused force is small, which reduce the maximum breaking 

thickness of the ice. 

 The pump(s) of the water jet uses  important amount of energy 

Another patent [Stephens, 1970] with aid-equipment is presented in figure 6. The main measures of the 

concept are similar to the UBIB concept, but instead of using the hull form to cause the needed breaking of 

the ice floes, this patent uses saws to cut the ice. The use of saws causes high friction contact between the 

vessel and the ice, thus increases the resistance. 
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Figure 6. Icebreaker oil tankers [Stephens, 1970] 

 

In 1976, the Aker group was promoting the Semi-Submarine Icebreaking Tanker [Aker, 1976a; Aker, 1976b], 

the concept was underwater apart from the two towers (one in aft, and another in bow). The hull form has 

similarities with UBIB concept, but contains two features which cause different breaking/maneuvering 

process compared to UBIB: 

 The breath of the concept at the water line is large. There shall be several ice floes forming at the 

breath of the vessel. The concept will then push these ice floes aside, during this pushing additional 

resistance shall be present in form of stacking and crushing the ice. 

 The center hull part which is totally submerged allows ice to be stacked on top of the vessel. This 

will realize especially when the vessel turns. The additional ice load will cause additional resistance. 

An upwards icebreaking concept, E-craft, which has been built is presented in figure 7 [Madden & al, 2006; 

GPAI, 2012]. The E-craft has SWATH hull. The first contact with ice causes the ice to break upwards as in 

UBIB. After the initial breaking of the ice, the E-craft pushes through the ice sheet. The waterline breath is 

thin, limiting the maximum breaking thickness of the ice (the change of buoyancy due ice inflected vertical 

forces will not raise sufficiently to cause the buoyancy to be greater than the ice strength). The E-craft hull 

form does not slide the ice floes aside, instead it crushes through the ice. The non-favourable icebreaking 

resistance of the E-craft can be seen in figure 8. With 6knot velocity the resistance equals to 900kN for only 

60 cm of ice. For the reference see figure 45, for a single UBIB hull with four times the displacement . 
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Figure 7. M/V Susitna, E-craft design [GPA, 2012] 

 

Figure 8. The ice resistance of E-craft. The resistance at 6knot velocity is approximately 900kN with 60cm 

level ice [Madden & al, 2006]. 

 

The presented upwards breaking concepts have their differences compared to UBIB concept. These 

differences explain why these concepts have not succeeded technically. In author’s knowledge only the last 

concept (E-craft) has been built to full scale. 
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2. Physical properties of ice 

 

To be able to model the process one has to have sufficient knowledge of boundary conditions. In 

icebreaking process, besides the normal naval architecture conditions (such as stability, buoyancy and 

hydrodynamics), the main source of these conditions is the ice which is to be broken. Thus a chapter of the 

thesis is consecrated for explaining the basic physical features of the sea ice. The evidence of ice strength 

variation depending on loading direction will be presented. A simple engineering sea ice model is 

developed for Finite Element Analysis (FEA) in order to visualize needed correction factors for icebreaking 

bending resistance estimations. Whilst this chapter focuses on sea ice, the particularities of model ice shall 

be discussed jointly with model test results in separate chapter. 

 

2.1. The sea ice according literature review 

 

Ice changes its form and physical appearance/properties due to several natural changing factors. 

Additionally the physical response to different contacts depends on several factors, such as contact 

velocity, time and direction. [Cole, 2001; Timco & Weeks, 2010; Schulson, 2001; Thomas & Dieckman, 2003; 

Enkvist, 1972] 

Whilst considering the forces in the ice breaking process, following facts of ice properties have to be 

highlighted: 

 Ice mechanical properties are highly temperature dependent [Cole, 2001; Johnston & Timco, 2004; 

Johnston & Timco, 2005; Timco & Weeks, 2010; Enkvist, 1972] 

 Ice mechanical properties are also influenced by the ice salinity [Cole, 2001; Johnston & Timco, 

2004; Johnston & Timco, 2005; Timco & Weeks, 2010; Enkvist, 1972] 

 The failure mechanism of ice is dependent of among other factors of the applied stress rate. The 

exact mechanism and the ruling properties are still under intense study as can be seen from 

publications and presentations of for example Timco & Weeks [2010] and Schulson [2001]. 

A generalized view of Arctic ice features is presented in figure 9 [Thomas & Dieckman, 2003]. 
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Figure 9. “Schematic summarizing the main ice textures,

growth conditions and time scales, as well as typical winter

temperature and salinity profiles for first-year sea ice.”

[Thomas & Dieckman, 2003]

In the figures 9, 10 and 11a/11b certain basic first year sea-ice features are presented. The great variation

of ice properties [Schulson, 2001; Timco & Weeks, 2010; Enkvist, 1972] is also indicated.

Figure 10. Presentation of 1st year sea Ice properties in air

temperature at -15 °C, estimation is based on Shulson [2001],

Timco & Weeks [2010], and Enkvist [1972].
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Figure 11. Ice strength-salinity-temperature associativity from Timco & Weeks [2010] and Enkvist [1972] 
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As can be seen in the figures 10 and 11b the bending strength due higher temperature and salinity can be 

up 8 times lower in warm (early autumn or late spring) ice-sheet than what it is in the coldest moment of its 

growth cycle. It can also be noted, from table 1 and figure 8 that due these same factors, the tensile and 

compression strength at the bottom of the ice-sheet is decisively lower than anywhere else in the ice-floe. 

The brakish water ice beam tests showed that with the temperature gradient from the bottom -1°C to top -

5°C caused approximately 20% drop on the bending strength when the bending was done upwards instead 

of downwards [Kujala & al, 1990]. In table 1 is presented some of the literature based properties of ice 

model developed for verification of some of the hypothesis presented in this thesis. The table 1 information 

is presented as graph in figure 8. The model presents 1,5 meter thick arctic sea-ice at the end of its growth 

season. Whilst discussing ice properties, the elastic modulus (E) is sometimes referred as Strain modulus, 

instead of Young’s modulus as did Enkvist [1972]. 

 

Table 1. Basic properties of Arctic Sea Ice 
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Figure 12. Literature based engineering estimation of level ice properties, for 1,5m thick ice 

 

According to Tuhkuri [2013], the dramatic drop of elastic modulus and flexural strength of the table 1 at the 

bottom of the sea ice is exaggerated. He also doubted the growing brine volume as the salinity is expected 

to decrease (up to down). On the other hand, the measured properties [Kovacs, 1996; Cox & Weeks, 1998] 

of ice show that brine volume may and is increasing whilst general salinity is decreasing when measuring 

from top to bottom. Additionally the extremely low (below 5 GPa) Elastic modulus value concerns only the 

so called skeleton layer of freshly born ice at the bottom of the ice-sheet.  

Within icebreaking load speed rates ice is brittle material [Schulson, 2001; Timco & Weeks, 2010; Enkvist, 

1972; Weiss & al, 2007; Kujala & al, 1990] and thus after the initial crack has been obtained, the crack 

propagates through the ice-plate with relatively low energy [Schulson & Buck, 1995; Timco & Weeks, 2010; 

Weiss & al, 2007]. In columnar ice (of which the sea ice is mostly constituted) the brine and salt inclusions 

form vertical planes of weakness, which may continue through the whole thickness of the ice [Timco & 

Weeks, 2010]. 
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2.2. Modelling sea ice and simple bending FEA 

 

While developing the theory of UBIB-process it came clear that for estimating the forces connected to first 

two steps of the process, namely the shear breaking and upwards bending, correction factors for model ice 

of the Otaniemi ice tank had to be developed. The main concern was that due the quasi stable temperature 

gradient through the model ice sheet, the correct modelling of vertical changes in sea ice properties due 

the naturally changing temperature, as presented in figure 10, could not be guaranteed. The expected 

decrease of bending strength of the ice whilst bended upwards was considered as one of the key elements 

of UBIB-process. The expectance of lower bending strength is based on aiming the traction force of the 

process against the weakest part of the ice sheet. Congruent to the statement of Enkvist [1972]: “The 

failure of ice during bending is known to be due to tensile stress in the top layer” –in upwards bending the 

highest tensile stress is directed to the bottom layer which is up to four times weaker than the top layer, 

see figure 12. 

Prior developing the FEA model of the sea ice the ice model properties had to be developed. As the full 

scale tests were beyond resources of the thesis work, the statistics and formulas for developing the statistic 

had to be taken from the literature. Part of these properties were presented in previous chapter, table 1 

and figure 12. The basis used for the development of the sea ice model are following: 

 The mean air Temperature was set on -33°C and the temperature at the top of ice was estimated at 

-28°C which corresponds well with the high arctic at the end of February [Environment Canada, 

2013; Johnston & al, 2001; Johnston & al, 2002]. 

 For temperature (T) through ice, a linear approach is adopted as in Thomas & Dieckman [2003], 

temperature at the bottom of ice was set close to melting point at -1,0°C 

 The ice thickness was set to 1,5m which corresponds well with the presented reference of 

Temperature at the end of February. [Johnston & al, 2001; Johnston & al, 2002] 

 Brine volume (vb) was adopted from Cox & Weeks [1998] 

 Air volume (va) was adapted from Kovacs [1996] 

 Total porosity (vT) was calculated by addition of Brine volume and air volume. 

 Ice salinity (Si) was adopted from Cox & Weeks [1998] 

 Elastic modulus (E) value according to brine volume, equation (1) [Gans & Woodmansee, 1992], 

using E0 value of 9,8 GPa and α value of 9,5 as suggested by Moslet [2007]. 

 Flexural strength (σf) according to brine volume, equation (2) [Timco & O’Brien, 1994]  

 Vertical Shear strength (σs) according equation (3) [Frederking & Timco, 1986] 

 Horizontal Tensile strength (σt) according equation (4) [Richter-Menge & Jones, 1993] 
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 Vertical Tensile strength (σt) value was developed by multiplying the horizontal tensile strength by 

three, according Timco & Weeks [2010] 

 Horizontal Compression strength (σc) for columnar ice according equation (5) [Timco & Frederking, 

1990; Timco & Frederking, 1991] 

 Vertical Compression strength (σc) for columnar ice according equation (6) [Timco & Frederking, 

1990; Timco & Frederking,  1991] 

 Compression strength (σc) for Granular ice according equation (5) [Timco & Frederking, 1990; Timco 

& Frederking,  1991] 

 Bi-axial Compression strength (σc) value was developed by multiplying the horizontal compression 

strength by two, according Frederking [1977] 

 Poissons ratio (µD) according equation (8) [Weeks & Assur, 1967] 

 Ice density simplified (ρ) according Timco & Weeks [2010] 

 Shear modulus (G) was calculated from the Elastic modulus and Poissons ratio according the 

equation (9) 

 It is assumed that first three layers from the top are granular type of ice and the rest of the ice is 

columnar type ice until the bottom layer which for modelling sake is treated as granular. The 

structure follows the structure presented in figure 9 from Thomas & Dieckman [2003]. 

 The model is made for 1,5 meter ice sheet with layer property every 10 centimeters, constant top 

layer temperature of -28°C and constant water temperature of -1,0°C.  
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                 √
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                  √
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                 √
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      (8) 

   
 

       
       (9) 

 

After compiling the needed properties of sea ice, the used criterion for failure process had to be chosen. 

Schulson [2001] presented that the brittle failure process is controlled by frictional crack sliding. Schulson, 

[2001] added that due the inelastic behaviour, the failure occurs due the inelastic strain at values ~<0.003. 

Weiss & al [2007] presented that the brittle failure follows the Coulombs nature path, where the internal 

cohesion plays significant role. They also stated that ice did not behave plastically and that small local 

perturbations can trigger much larger events. Tuhkuri [2013] suggested that for approaching the shear 

breaking in UBIB process the shear part is K3 type which has not been studied much. He also noted that by 

studying K1-type process one could get some insight on the problem due the K1-type process has been 

measured and it gets higher for a while as the process changes from elastic to brittle. Additionally he 

pointed out that as some amount of compression failure/forces is expected to happen on high surface, the 

influence of these should not be disregarded. 

The development of all comprehensive code for FEA analysis is beyond the current knowledge/skills of the 

writer and/or the scope/resources of this thesis. Thus it was decided that model would be simplified to 

merely give further indication of difference of stresses between downwards and upwards bending, if any 

exists. 

The chosen tool for the FEA analysis was COMSOL Multiphysics due its availability and chosen material 

model and yield criterion for the analysis was Willam-Warnke criterion [Willam & Warnke, 1975], 

developed for analysis of concrete and other cohesive frictional materials. The choice of using William-

Warnke criterion [Willam & Warnke, 1975] was due its availability. Ice is cohesive-frictional material, as 

concrete, but the fault plane angle varies from that of the concrete. Timco & Weeks [2010] with their 

compilation of sea ice properties show that the failure envelope magnitudes and form changes according 

the ice structure and that the envelope is not symmetric in all cases. Thus the symmetric envelope used by 

Willam & Warnke [1975] is not realistic for sea ice. The change in failure envelope may cause significant 

change in failure process.  Additionally the William-Warnke material model and yield criterion [Willam & 

Warnke, 1975] considers the material to behave elastic perfectly plastic manner in compression. This 

difference is expected to cause additional error to the result of the FEA made for ice which behave brittle 

manner in compression within icebreaking strain rates. 
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The use of table 1 presented values on the bottom surface of the ice, would lead ice layer with highly 

elastic gum like behaviour. This is on the contrary of what can be observed in nature. Even the melting ice is 

known to retain its hard surface and brittle behaviour. The model thus has abnormally low elastic modulus 

at the bottom of the ice, as was also expressed by Tuhkuri [2013]. To avoid the (contradictory) skeleton 

layer influence on the analysis, the properties of lowest layer were taken 5 cm from the surface. As the 

failure is expected to occure when either the top or the bottom surface yields, the top surface properties 

were taken as is presented in table 1. The properties of other layers were averages of low and high surface 

values calculated as presented in table 1. Thus the material properties of the beam change by steps. 

Stationary analysis with different bending forces was used to evaluate the failure load. A 2D model (profile 

view) of 5m long and 1,5m high beam was made for upwards bending analysis, figure 13. Left end of the 

beam was constrained. Additional 0,5m long force plate was modelled at the bottom of the free end of the 

beam. The vertical bending force was directed to the beam through the force plate. The downwards 

bending simulation was done similarly, by changing the position of the force plate to top free end of the 

beam and changing the direction of the applied force downwards. 

 

 

Figure 13. 2D presentation of the 5m long and 1,5m high ice beam. 
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As the correct failure mode was thus not included to the model, the surface stress distribution on side 

section of the beam was followed. The failure point was considered to be when the stresses beyond 

(horizontal tensile) yield strength in columnar ice layer closest to surface was reached. It was considered 

that this would be large enough trigger event for brittle large scale cracking. This consideration is based on: 

 The surface layer(s) are granular type of ice without any preferred planes of failure, and thus even 

though a local high stress may cause local cracking, the orientation of these cracks will not continue 

through the layer without necessary local stresses. 

 As stress beyond yield strength is reached somewhere in columnar sea ice, the failure orientates 

vertically across the ice sheet following the planes of weakness (formed by the salt and brine 

inclusions).  

The force step used for the evaluation of the failure point was 1kN/m2. The estimated failure point of 

upwards bending at 45kN/m2 loading, corresponding to 0,3 MPa bending strength calculated by using 

equation 10, is presented schematically in figure 14. The estimated failure point of downwards bending at 

82kN/m2 loading, corresponding to 0,56 MPa bending strength calculated by using equation 10, is 

presented schematically in figure 15. 

 

   
         

           
    (10) 
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Figure 14. Ice beam upwards bending at failure state.  

 

Figure 15. Ice beam downwards bending at failure state 
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The made FEA analysis supports the hypothesis that bending strength of the ice sheet decreases 

dramatically when the bending direction is changed. The result (0,56 MPa) received from downwards 

bending simulation corresponds well with the reported bending strength of the sea ice [Kovacs, 1996; Cox 

& Weeks, 1998]. 

According the presented theory and supported by FEA results, the bending strength decreases significantly 

when the bending direction changes from downwards to upwards. The full scale data concerning the 

temperature gradient influence in upwards versus downwards bending is limited. This leads to 

acknowledgement that beyond doubt quantified value of upwards bending strength in low temperatures 

cannot be expressed. Thus when evaluating the basic physical behaviour on which the UBIB theory should 

base on, conservative approach has to be adopted. The base for this approach is: 

 The bending strength decrease of 20% has been recorded for 5°C gradient [Kujala & al, 1990]. 

 The made FEA indicates 45% decrease over 27°C. 

  Performed downwards bending strength measurements with ice in different temperatures [Timco 

& Weeks, 2010]. These indicate bending strength decrease of 40% to 75% when the temperature 

rises close to 0°C.  

Even though the performed FEA contains many uncertainties, it indicates similar changes of magnitudes for 

bending strength as the literature. To take this into account, for the theory of rest of the thesis, the 

upwards bending strength shall be set to 275kPa. This corresponds with rough approximation to 55% of 

downwards bending value. Additionally the shear strength of 850kPa shall be used for UBIB theory. For 

conservative approach the low shear strength values of the contradictory bottom layer were disregarded. 

The used shear strength is the approximate average value at the columnar ice layer 10…20 centimetres 

from the bottom of the ice, calculated using equation 3. 
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3. UBIB theory 

 

In this chapter upwards bending icebreaking process shall be presented using simple kinetic and mechanic 

theories and formulas. Whilst presenting the new process, the comparison is sometimes made with the 

traditional downwards breaking process, to present the differences. Instead of relying on research made in 

ice mechanics of inclined structure-ice sheet collision such as presented by Daley & al. [1998] figure 16, or 

Paavilainen & al. [2011], the hypothesis is that the pileup and the rubble formation can be avoided. Also 

due to the different loading velocity (strain rates) between active icebreaking and drifting ice sheets, the 

use of process information from above presented publications should be made with caution. 

 

 

Figure 16. Nested hierarchy of discrete failure model of Daley & al. [1998] 

 

As was introduced in chapter 1.2, the UBIB breaking process has three main resistance events, the shear 

phase, the bending phase and the upturning phase. The first two phases are quasi simultaneous. 

Additionally to icebreaking related resistances, there exist resistances related to water interaction with hull 

and the surrounding ice sheet.  In the following sub chapters, the theory is presented by first dividing the 

UBIB process in its components and then by using the superposition of the forces, figures 17 & 18 and 

equation’s 11 & 12. 

 

     -       -         (11) 

                                                       (12) 
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Figure 17. The main resistance components in UBIB process  

 

Figure 18. Idealized resistance time history of UBIB process (R-in channel includes all water 

dynamics related resistance) 
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The figure 18 presents in idealized form the time history of resistance components during the UBIB process.  

Each peak represents point where two ice floes are formed. The water dynamic forces are assumed to be 

stable during the whole process (R-in channel). The shear, bending and up-turning processes are assumed 

to start simultaneously. The shear and bending resistance increase until the shear failure followed by 

bending failure occur. The up-turning resistance is at its peak in the beginning of the shear/bending process 

and decreases as the angle of turning ice floe increases.  

According the basic physics and the hypothesis presented in this thesis, the vertical forces amortize. The 

additional displacement caused by the vertical loads (Gravity force of ice Fy-turn and y-component of 

Shear/Bending phase Fv) annuls these loads. 

The main horizontal resistant components are: 

 ROW –the open water resistance of the hull  

 RB+OW –the additional open water resistance due additional draught  

 Rµρ –the hydrodynamic channel resistance due suffocated wave caused pressure field friction.  

 RµShear –the frictional x-component of shear process 

 RµBend –the frictional x-component of bending process 

 RµTurn –the frictional x-component of turning process 

 RµρB+ -the additional hydrodynamic pressure field due rapid changes in draught 

 FBow-Wave –turbulent forces due bow wave 

 

The additional draught T+ which causes the needed additional buoyancy force B+ is approximated according 

to equation 13. It is assumed that the additional draught is evenly distributed to the whole waterline 

length. 

   
              

            
     (13) 
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3.1. The resistance components related to water dynamics 

 

When UBIB type vessel is breaking ice, the vessel encounters speed dependent resistance related to water 

dynamics. In open water the resistance components are due interaction of the moving hull, moving water 

and surface between water and air. In ice, as is presented in figure 17, also the forces related to water flow 

between the ice sheet and the hull has to be taken into account. 

Leiviskä & al. [2001] used open water resistance for comparison when assessing the resistance of tanker in 

ice-free ice channel. The hull form of these tests does not correspond to the UBIB, but gives the magnitude 

of forces related to velocity dependant ice channel resistance. Thus Rµρ –the hydrodynamic channel 

resistance due suffocated wave caused pressure field friction can be estimated. The value of Rµρ is based 

on ice free ice channel model tests made in Otaniemi model ice tank [Leiviskä & al, 2001] using rough 

approximation according equation 14 (for velocity range of 2 to 9 knot) and 15 (for velocity over 9 knot). 
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(v is full scale velocity in knot) 

The additional hydrodynamic pressure field induced resistance (RµρB+) due to rapid changes in draught is 

unknown and cannot be presented within this thesis. The influence of this factor is expected to be minor. 

Another factor which influence and magnitude are uncertain is (FBow-Wave) turbulent forces due the bow 

wave. The dynamic forces due the bow wave have been presented by Enkvist [1972], and Heinonen [2010]. 

When considering the force due the bow wave of UBIB, the long below waterline bow area has to be 

considered as reinforcing element of these forces. Dynamic forces of water are also expected to annul any 

suction (low pressure) forces between the lifting ice floe and the hull, in the UBIB process. This is in 

contrary of the traditional icebreaking process, where it is considered that the ventilation of turning ice 

floes generates low pressure (suction) forces which influence in adding the resistance is remarkable 

[Enkvist, 1972]. 

Thus whilst considering literature presented possible reasons [Lindqvist, 1989; Enkvist, 1972; Valanto, 2001; 

Kämäräinen, 2007] for speed dependence of the ice resistance, an estimation can be made that: 
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 “For the upwards bending process the speed dependence differs significantly from that of the traditional 

icebreaking process and that the dependence could actually be reversed.” 

This estimation is based on the hull form which induces dynamic forces due the bow wave which work in 

the same direction as the hull shear and bending forces.  Additionally due these forces the lubrication of 

the hull-ice contact surface continues well above the waterline height, preventing the low pressure 

(suction) forces between the hull and the ice. The turbulent wave resistance which is dominant in open 

water with high velocities [Matusiak, 2007] is constricted under the ice sheet in the UBIB process, and thus 

contributing to the up lifting force which is the main principle of the UBIB process. As was presented by 

Heinonen [2010], with higher velocities the traditional icebreaker’s bow wave may cause breaking of the 

ice sheet and dispersion of submerged ice floes. Both of these events decrease the ice resistance. On the 

other hand the bow wave caused the vessel to hit the ice sheet with higher angle (up to perpendicular) 

which causes additional resistance in form of crushing. Whilst the breaking process changed dramatically 

with change of velocity, the total ice resistance still developed in quasi linear manner. From this 

observation could be established that by using UBIB type hull, only the positive effect of breaking the ice 

sheet would be adoptable and thus the total ice resistance should decrease. 

The last two horizontal components (RµρB+ and FBow-Wave) cannot be solved within the scope/resources of this 

thesis. And as they are expected to annul each other (According speculations presented above, the FBow-Wave 

should actually lower the total resistance), their influence to the total resistance is ignored within following 

chapters. 

 

3.2. The breaking pattern 

 

Important factor on bending process is the size and form of the broken ice floes. Ice breaking pattern 

studies have concluded typical forms for breaking ice floes. Enkvist [1972] presented the typical half circle 

form. Chu [1976] made simplification of typical form’s, figure 19. Wang [2001] presented the correlation of 

ice floe size dependence on velocity on upward braking cone interaction, figure 20, and equation (16). 

Using the approach of Wang, the radius R of breaking ice floes in 1,5m thick ice with velocities between 3 

and 5 knot is in approximate range of 3,1 to 1,9 meters (according to model hull angles presented in 

chapter 4). Thus according to precedent research, the optimal braking pattern of 1,5 meter thick ice in 

contact with UBIB with normal icebreaking velocity, would lead to parallelogram shape floe with 2 to 3m 

side length. 
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As each breaking event consumes energy, it is assumed that for optimal functioning of the upwards 

bending process, the ice sheet should encounter minimum breaking events. The minimizing of breaking 

events lead to design criteria of assuring minimum bending/shear/compressive stress in the sheet areas 

away from the predicted breaking areas, figure 5. Thus optimal breath of the vessel in ice-belt area is the 

double breath of the breaking ice floe, leading to two lines of breaking ice floes. If vessel breath is higher 

than optimal theoretical 2*Bice-floe, it should be assured/calculated that neither shear stress nor compressive 

stress rise over the corresponding strength anywhere in the floes. If the ice floes start to break in small 

pieces due internal stresses, there is the danger of ice packing on UBIB bow area, which is expected to lead 

to rising resistance. For simplified approach it could be assumed that the angle wedge ϕ for UBIB type 

process is 120°, figure 21. On the other hand by using circular breaking form as did Enkvist [1972] and 

Lindqvist [1989], and moderate breaking breath (4 to 6 meters) will also lead to only two rows of breaking 

ice floes, figure 22. 

        
                          (16) 

(hi=ice thickness; β=angle formed between centre of waterline and centreline/floe side extreme contact 

points; v=velocity) 

 

 

Figure 19. Simplified forms of ice floes according to Chu [1976] 
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Figure 20. Ice floe forming in ice-cone contact by Wang [2001] 

 

Figure 21. Breaking pattern for UBIB type icebreaking process using 

simplification, following typical ice floes presented by Chu [1976](see figure 

19, type 2) 
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Figure 22. Optimal UBIB breaking pattern using circular approach, following Enkvist [1972] and 

Lindqvist [1989] 

3.3. The ice breaking phase 

 

Whilst the first contact between the vessel and the ice sheet in the traditional icebreaking process is violent 

causing crushing of the ice, figure 1, the encounter angle (upwards stem angle) of the UBIB is designed so 

that the crushing is almost totally eliminated, figure 23. Due the low angle, the contact surface of UBIB is so 

large that high pressure peaks on the bottom of the ice quasi don’t exist. Exception is the upwards centre 

stem line, which is designed to provide high enough vertical shear force to the ice sheet, to divide the riding 

ice sheet in two. 
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Figure 23. Contact between UBIB and ice sheet (see also figure 28)

Thus whilst the traditional icebreaker is using energy on crushing the ice by forming compressive forces on

the edge of the ice sheet, the UBIB is using only relatively small amount of energy due to friction between

the hull and the water lubricated ice. In traditional icebreaking the crushing force is directed locally against

vertical  and  horizontal  compression  strength  of  the  ice  sheet,  which  can  go  as  high  as  13  and  6,9  MPa

respectively  [Moslet,  2007],  whilst  UBIB force is  directed against  ice  shear  force,  which can go up to  0,9

MPa  [Timco & Weeks, 2010].

In the traditional icebreaking, according to the Lindqvist-formula [Lindqvist, 1989], the crushing component

corresponds with rough approximation to 45% of the total ice resistance of modern icebreaker hull. The

Lindqvist-formula is widely used for estimation and verification of ice resistance, as can been seen from

[Heinonen, 2010; Kujala & Riska, 2010; Lubbad & Løset, 2011]. As the contact angle between UBIB and the

ice  sheet  is  set  to  as  low  as  possible  (10°  to  15°),  the  crushing  is  kept  on  marginal  level.  As  the  bottom

surface of the ice is not smooth, some crushing will generate during the shear phase of the upwards

bending process.

RµShear –the frictional x-component of shear process was adapted from Lindqvist-formula [Lindqvist, 1989],

corresponding the RC component of the formula. For vertical force Fv the same average value of 0,5*σb*Hice
2
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which Lindqvist used is taken for a base (the magnitude is widely supported as presented by Enkvist 

[1972]). The factor 0,5 is further developed by multiplying it with factor K (equation 17), corresponding to 

difference of ice floe quarter circular length and ice floe side length presented in figure 22. Thus the 

influencing vertical force Fv is presented in equation 18 and frictional shear component is presented in 

equation 19. 

  
   

 
  

   

 

      (17) 

(r is the circular radius of the ice floe presented in the figure 26) 

                
      (18) 

           
       

    

    

 -           
     (19) 

(the angle ϒ corresponds to ψ of the Lindqvist-formula) 

After the upwards stem caused initial shear failure provides the ice sheet higher freedom for deformation, 

the upwards bending part of the process can finalize. As was presented in chapter 2, the bending strength 

of the ice in upwards bending is less than half of the corresponding strength in downwards bending, in high 

arctic midwinter air temperatures. Even in lighter air temperature conditions in Baltic Sea with the ice 

temperature changes between the bottom (-1°C) and the top (-5°C) have been measured to cause 20% 

drop to the bending strength when the direction is changed from downwards to upwards bending [Kujala & 

al, 1990]. 

Additionally to lower resistance due to lower bending strength, the influence of water static and dynamic 

forces [Enkvist, 1972] should also be taken in account. Whilst in downward bending, water forces are 

actually playing against the bending force, as can be stated from figure 24, in upwards bending these same 

forces are playing for the bending force. 
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Figure 24. Simplified bending process [Enkvist, 1972] 

RµBend –the frictional x-component of bending process. Following the same mathematical approach as 

Lindqvist [1989] for evaluating the needed bending forces and assuming that only two ranges of ice floes is 

formed, the following resistance is obtained: The average vertical force Fv-ave (equation 20) is calculated by 

adapting the Lindqvist [1989] approach by multiplying it with factor K (equation 17). The frictional bending 

component RµBend is then calculated by the equation 21. 
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(τ is the shear strength of the ice) 
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3.4. Turning the ice up instead of submerging 

 

The third important factor in ice resistance of traditional icebreaking is submerging the ice floes under the 

vessel, figure 3 and 25. According to Enkvist [1972] the ice, encountered by the vessel, covers as single layer 

the bottom of the vessel, until it disperses prior the aft propulsion. Lindqvist [1989] used approximation of 

70 % as the part of the encountered ice which would be submerged. In the UBIB whilst the bending 

direction is upwards, no submerging exists. Enkvist [1972] also stated that the turning phase of the 

submerging process is the most energy consuming. In UBIB process instead of submerging, ice floes are 
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turned in side-up position, from which they will collapse on the side of the opened channel. Whilst the 

friction coefficient of 0,101 can be used for submerging, (the estimation is based on using wet snow against 

fresh paint value [Enkvist, 1972]), the friction coefficient of 0,041 can be used for turning up process (based 

on ice against fresh paint value [Enkvist, 1972]). 

 

 

Figure 25. Submerging the ice under the hull. Photo from model tests [Valanto, 2001] 

 

RµTurn is the frictional x-component of turning process. The quantity of ice floes q distributing to this 

resistance component is calculated by dividing the total length LTurning of area C1 -Shear/Bending zone and C2 

-Turning zone (figure 23) by the radius r of the ice floe (figure 22). The vertical force Fy-turn = 2*q*g*m. 

Where g=9,81m/s2 and m is the mass of one ice floe. As the ice turns from 0 to 90° during the turning 

process, the perpendicular force FN which distributes to the frictional resistance is calculated by multiplying 

the Fy-turn by 1-sin(β). RµTurn can now be presented by equation 22. 

                               (22) 

The total resistance of UBIB process can now be calculated adopting the resistance component values 

received from equations 13…22 to equation 12. 
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3.5. Rough estimation of manoeuvrability of the UBIB 

 

The capability of icebreaking vessel is not measured only by its level ice breaking capacity, but also by its 

capability to manoeuvre in difficult ice conditions. Perhaps the two most important factors of the 

manoeuvrability are turning radius (in level ice and out of the channel) and the capability to run through 

ridges. 

Whilst considering the turning radius or the ridge passing capability, a comparison has to be made between 

the reference vessel (here SCF Sakhalin) and Twin Hull UBIB. The UBIB is considered of having two fixed 

propel shaft lines at aft and two small pod propulsion units at fore. Otherwise the main measures 

correspond the model presented in chapter 4.1. 

The turning radius of the reference vessel with its two 6,5MW Azipods at the aft and 2MW of bow tunnel 

thrusters is remarkably small even within thick ice. The water line length (LWL) of the SCF Sakhalin is 

approximately 93 meters compared to UBIB which LWL is approximately 86 meters. Breath at the waterline 

is approximately 21m and 15m (UBIB). Thus UBIB within its own channel should perform better due: 

 Four main controllable propulsion units instead of two 

 Shorter waterline length/breath 

 Whilst turning the reference vessels aft and fore elbows have higher contact angle causing high 

compressive forces. UBIB with low contact angles at the aft and fore elbow areas will cause the 

surrounding ice sheet to go through bending inflected micro/macro cracking prior compressive 

forces. (This leads also to lower local pressures on UBIB shell plating, which brings the possibility to 

use less robust structures) 

 The ice sheet between the hulls is already weakened due micro/macro cracking caused by fore 

shear-bending-turning process. The influence of multihull caused softening have been presented by 

Mård [2013], during the model tests of Aker Arctic new Trimaran icebreaking hull form. 

 

Traditional icebreaker runs through the ridges either by ramming or by using its propulsion units to wash 

off the keel part of the ridge, causing the ridge to collapse. The ramming is extremely violent and energy 

consuming, and a heavy ridge may require several ramming attempts prior breaking. The use of pulling 

propulsion units (such as Azipod) to wash of the ridge keel is very time consuming and thus energy wise 

expensive. 
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The hypothesis is that by using the long below waterline bow and the wave caused by it (figure 26), the 

UBIB should even within the ramming process to be able to cause the collapse of the ridge. After moving 

the loose ice mass in front and aside with the bow wave, the pulling propulsion units will wash the ice mass 

which remains below the UBIB bow. Thus according the presented hypothesis the additional resistance of 

the loose ice mass should correspond the submerging resistance of traditional icebreaker. 

 

 

Figure 26. Schematic presentation of hypothesis of UBIB ramming a ridge 
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4. The model and model tests 

 

In Finland, starting from late 1960s, the ice model tests have been used as main verification method of ice 

going capabilities of icebreaker hull forms. The ice model tests are relatively inexpensive method to assure 

the future ship-owner and also the building shipyard, prior building the vessel, that the vessel will be able 

to fulfil its operational requirements. 

Currently there exists two ice tanks in Finland, the Aalto University ice tank in Otaniemi, and the Aker Arctic 

ice tank in Vuosaari. The reliability of these two test facilities in modelling of traditional icebreaking process 

is widely approved. Examples of comparisons of Otaniemi ice tank test result with full scale results can be 

found in Kujala & Riska [2010]. Aker Arctic (and its predecessors) has been involved in developing majority 

of the world’s icebreaker fleet [Aker Arctic, 2014]. 

To verify the UBIB theory, presented in chapter 3, ice model tests were performed in the Otaniemi ice tank. 

The differences of upwards bending process versus the traditional downwards breaking process were 

anticipated to cause modelling difficulties. To estimate the influence of these difficulties to measured 

resistance, a comprehensive test program was developed. 

 

4.1. The design parameters and choice of hull form for UBIB 

 

Based on hypothesis of ice mechanical properties and behaviour on upwards bending process, presented in 

chapters 2 and 3, the main design parameters for the UBIB ice-belt area hull form can be derived as: 

 Contact angles β, ϕ, (figure 27) between hull and ice have to be such that crushing component is 

approaching zero. 

 Encounter angle ϕ whilst being as small as is needed for minimum crushing, has to be high enough 

to cause bending influenced breaking on areas a1 and a2 in figure 27. 

 Turning angle β whilst being as small as is needed for minimum crushing, has to be high enough to 

cause shear breaking of ice in area b in figure 27, before the ice sheet travels from area c1 to 

turning area c2. (This is to avoid ice floe contact with steep hull centreline in area c2) 
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 If needed, additional claw could be installed to the upwards centre keel line, to cause additional 

shear/crushing load in area b of figure 27. 

 Rise of angle β in area c2 should be as fast as possible without causing the ice floe internal stresses 

go beyond its shear/compression/bending strength. 

 Breath of UBIB at the ice-belt should correspond approximately 2* ice floe diameter in maximum 

ice thickness, in optimal mode. 

 In multi-hull UBIB the distance between hull’s, the contact angles (and thus size of ice-floes), and 

the underwater hull form has to be designed so that the additional bended ice on top of the centre 

ice sheet is accounted for. If the centre ice sheet sinks further due this additional load, the hull 

below has to have greater clearance, than the additional draught of the ice sheet. 

 

 

Figure 27. The UBIB hull form 
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To demonstrate variability of the UBIB concept, here are presented examples of different hull combinations 

which use the UBIB concept: 

A. Single hull UBIB: 

i. Low ice resistance 

ii. Design critical for low centre of gravity 

iii. With high seas not comfortable (due over stability caused acceleration) 

B. Twin hull UBIB: 

i. Two identical (mirror) hulls with certain clearance between the two 

ii. Can be operated as UBIB in ice and by adding draught as SWATH in open water 

C. Multi hull Trimaran and plus: 

a. Trimaran* (*=or any other number of hulls) with all hulls on UBIB form 

i. Functioning as the presented twin hull option 

b. Trimaran* with outer hulls on UBIB form and centre hull(s) on traditional buoyancy hull 

form 

i. The traditional buoyancy hulls may have two functions: 1st they form additional 

buoyancy for example to decrease dangerous pitching; 2nd they give additional 

deadweight to the vessel; 3rd They enlarge the channel width 

ii. The assembly of such combination, has to be made such that the first ice contacts 

are made with UBIB hulls. Thus when the buoyancy hull hits the ice floe, the floe 

has already been weaken by micro/macro cracking [Mård, 2013] due low energy 

UBIB contact. 

iii. The clearance between hulls has to be high enough to avoid additional ice pressure 

caused by work of other hulls. For channel forming, the clearance between hulls 

has to be narrow enough, to assure small enough ice floe size.  [Mård, 2013] 

c. Trimaran* with centre hull(s) on UBIB form and outer hulls traditional buoyancy hull form 

i. This form, is expected to cause most advantageous load vs. breaking pattern 

combination for channel forming. Whilst the UBIB hull(s) cause the ice sheet to lose 
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its mechanical strength properties (bending/compressive strength), the outside 

buoyancy hulls crack the sheet on small floes. 

As to show the true advantage of the upwards bending process, the UBIB for the ice model tests should 

have the same capability of not only in ice manoeuvring but also the same cargo capacity, thus close to 

equal dead weight as the reference vessel. The simplest solution would be mono-hull vessel with 

approximately same block coefficient as SCF Sakhalin. On the other hand choice of multihull is justified due 

the breath of the vessel at the ice-belt area is assumed to have significant influence on ice-resistance (see 

chapter 3), and on multihull the breath at ice-belt can be adjusted rather easily. 

As the purpose of this thesis is to give evidence on superiority of the upward bending process against the 

traditional braking process, the Twin hull option (with most favourable breath) of UBIB is chosen for the ice 

model tests. 

Whilst considering the optimal breath for UBIB on ice-belt draught, following factors have to be taken into 

account: 

 Breath of ice-belt is directly proportional to breath of ice influenced 

 It is assumed that with UBIB form, it is possible to control the maximum size of breaking ice floes 

(whilst violent crushing is quasi absent, the ruling factor is the bending surface width) 

 Whilst ice floe size predictions presented in Chapter 3 concern situations where high crushing 

component weakens the ice sheet, the approximate favourable ice floe size can be estimated to 

be between 2 and 3 meters (whilst minimum of braking events is required) 

 Safety, utility and constructability requires that the minimum breath includes double side 

structure and adequate space for routing, maintenance and means of escape. 

 Breath has to be high enough to cause considerable change in buoyancy (thus upwards force), 

whilst encountered ice-sheet forces the hull to deeper draught. 

 

The 3-D model of the hull was made with freeware version of DELFTShip program, due its availability and 

user friendly interface. Some challenges were encountered whilst the form of the model had to be 

transferred to milling station. The mesh and the surfaces of the freeware were not usable for the mill 

software. Thus DELFT surfaces were exported to AutoDesk and very rough lines were drawn on top of the 

DELFT model to produce with haste the needed surfaces for milling. 
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For the test purposes only one hull was built. It was considered that the ice resistance of one hull could give 

the confirmation of the UBIB process. The full scale hull size was chosen to correspond approximately to 

cargo capacity and main dimension limitations of SCF Sakhalin. Thus single hull (L) length was set to 100 

meters, the (B) breath was set to 10 meters and (T) draught to 7,5 meters. The model scaling factor λ was 

set to 1:25, thus L=4,0m Bmax=0,4m T=0,3m. The full scale maximum breath at ice belt area was set to 5,5 

meters, corresponding to 0,22 meters in model scale. Hull particularities can be found in figures 28 and 29. 

3D illustration of the twin-hull UBIB vessel can be seen in figure 30. 

As the model was a mono-hull, the symmetric hull form PS-SB was chosen, to assure stability. When 

considering multihull UBIB the clearance between centre ice sheet (with added buoyancy) and underwater 

hull should be guaranteed. Thus the build model is limited to 1,5m maximum ice thickness for multihull 

vessel (figures 29 and 30).  The additional draught due vertical forces calculated according equation 15 is 

presented in table 2. 

 

Table 2. UBIB model additional draught (in full scale), using 
two bending strength values for the ice 

 

 

To gain maximum of information on behaviour of UBIB type hull in icebreaking and in open water use, it 

was decided to make the model hull with two bows (aft and fore). The difference of these two bows was 

set on encounter angle, which as presented in previous chapters should be as small as possible to avoid 

crushing. The two angles were chosen to be 10° and 15°. 

Vertical 

force 

(MN)

Additional 

draught T+ 

(m)

Vertical 

force 

(MN)

Additional 

draught T+ 

(m)

T+ (1m-ice) 1,30 0,32 1,55 0,37

T+ (1,5m-ice) 1,87 0,46 2,11 0,50

Ice bending strength 

value 275kPa 

Ice bending strength 

value 500kPa
The 

additional 

draught due 

vertical 

forces
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Figure 28. Profile view of the UBIB hull 

 

Figure 29. Twinhull UBIB bow view 
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Figure 30. 3D illustration of 100m long UBIB platform 

 

4.2. Particularities of model ice 

 

The ice used in model tests at Otaniemi ice tank has been engineered to provide realistic response for 

traditional icebreaking process hull forms in model scale. The results in model scale are such that by using 

Froude-scaling the gained results can be used for estimation of ice resistance in full scale [Kujala & Riska, 

2010]. The needed softening of model ice is made by inducing alcohol to the sprayed water which forms 

the ice. By softening the ice: 

 The bending strength of the ice can be correctly modelled in scale. (This is the main target) 

 The Strain modulus varies significantly from what scaling factor would suggest (in ice fields used 

during this thesis, the average values were 11,7 and 21,4 MPa which after scaling to full size 

correspond from 300 to 550 MPa). σb : E ≈ 1:1000 , is low. 

 The greatest foible of the model ice is the value of crushing strength, which can be up to 50 times 

lower than scaling factor would suggest. The crushing process seems to be dominated by shear 

failure. The same flaking type of shear fracture of natural ice during crushing process is also known 

[Joensuu & Riska, 1989; Tuhkuri, 1995; Goldstein & al, 1997] thus model ice seems to have right 

kind of failure process, despite the strength scaling foible.  

The thickness and/or bending strength of the model ice tends to have variation from target values. Thus ice 

tanks have developed their methods for compensating these variations, example can be found in Kujala & 

Riska [2010]. Before each test series the ice properties are measured, figure 31. 
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Figure 31. Measurement of elastic modulus and bending strength prior model tests 

 

Natural ice has critical stress rate where the breaking process changes from ductile to brittle. With 

icebreaking velocities, the process is brittle. According Tuhkuri [2013], for Otaniemi model ice the exact 

critical stress rate for ductile-brittle transition has not been determined. Similar conclusion was also 

presented by Enkvist [1972], for WIMB (Predecessor of Aker Arctic) model ice. Especially model with low 

speed and low stem angle suffered abnormal high ice resistance due the plastic behaviour [Enkvist, 1972].   

Thus due to the foibles in scaling the model ice failed partially on plastic manner instead of brittle as sea ice 

within icebreaking stress rates. Schematic presentation of the difference can be seen in figure 32 [Enkvist, 

1972]. The foible of plastic behaviour has been corrected for the downwards bending process as can be 

seen from the figure 33. The figure presents the force distribution during downwards bending test in the 

Otaniemi ice tank prior UBIB model tests. The upwards bending test, figure 34, introduces similar type of 

modelling problem as was presented by Enkvist [1972] for downwards bending four decades earlier.  This 

foible has not presented problem earlier, due the normal upwards testing concerns processes with drifting 

velocities where also the natural sea ice behaves with plastic manner. 
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Figure 32. Schematic presentation of the different response of 

model ice and sea ice in bending failure from Enkvist [1972] 

 

Figure 33. Time history of the force distribution in downwards 

bending test of the Otaniemi model ice 
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Figure 34. Time history of the force distribution in upwards 

bending test of the Otaniemi model ice 

 

4.3. Test plan and objectives 

 

To receive maximum added information value of the ice model tests, a comprehensive testing plan was 

concluded. Prior testing following factors were considered to be important: 

 The change of contact angle ϕ (model bow A10° and model bow V15°) 

 The hull position (pitch/heave), with influence of velocity on frequency and height. 

 The change of ice resistance due velocity  

 The change of channel resistance due velocity  

 The bending-breaking ice-resistance component separation from total ice resistance by using pre 

sawn ice. The pre sawn ice floe pattern was used to separate bending and shear process from the 

rest of the resistance factors. The pre sawn keel line was used to separate shear and bending 

process influence from each other. 
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 filming the bending process, to assess the efficiency of both hull forms (A10° / V15°) on moving the 

ice floe / mass to side of the channel 

 Filming the process, to assess the model-ice mechanical response in general on this new type of 

braking process (different failing modes). Position of cameras is illustrated in figure 35. 

 

 

Figure 35. Positions of cameras during model tests 

 

Due to limitations of model ice and scaling, the full advantage of upwards bending process was not 

expected to realize in model tests. The process factors which were expected not to correspond full scale 

and thus have negative impact due to the before mentioned are: 

 The bending strength: due missing temperature difference between top and bottom surface, the 

only decrease in this component is the missing dynamic/static force of water. Target bending 

strength was set to 20kPa corresponding to 500kPa full scale. 

 The friction force: due plastic behaviour of the model ice, the ice is riding on top of whole surface 

of bow and crack propagation is delayed. 
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 The friction coefficient. Model ice friction coefficient 0,05 gives right magnitude friction resistance 

in downwards bending process where full scale friction coefficient is approximately 0,1 [Kujala & 

Riska, 2010]. In UBIB process the full scale friction coefficient should be approximately 40 % from 

that of the downwards bending [Enkvist, 1972], due the ice-hull contact instead of the snow-hull 

contact. 

The factors which were estimated to occur with relatively good correspondence to full scale are: 

 The first contact and crushing: Due extremely low contact angle, and thus soft contact, the 

compressive stress stays below compressive strength of model ice. Thus the major foible of model 

ice (extremely low compressive strength) would not affect results in upwards bending process. 

 Vessel dynamic response to ice loads: due direct scaling of loads and compensation of high ice 

bending strength with lowered centre of gravity. 

Two sets of level ice model tests were planned. First tests were made with 60 mm model ice, corresponding 

to 1,5 m thick ice in full scale. Both bows the A10° and V15° were used according to test program 

(attachment 1). Second tests series were made in 40 mm model ice, corresponding to 1,0 m thick ice in full 

scale. In second set only the V15° bow was used, according to test program (attachment 2).  

 

4.4. Test results 

 

The test results from model tests include measured numerical (resistance/position/acceleration) data but 

also visual information concerning the process. Visual observations have important role and they are used 

in evaluation of the reliability of the received numerical data. In this chapter, first the visual observations 

are presented, followed by the measured data. 

The first model test series included the use of A10° bow, which diving behaviour was flagrant. The A10° 

bow dove approximately half a meter (full scale) right after the hull had advanced under the ice sheet, 

causing the hull to break the ice by crushing (figure 36). The diving repeated in all three velocities 

(3/6/9knot), and particular observation was made that with 9knot velocity the diving happened already in 

ice free channel, prior the breaking process (figure 37). The difference between V15° and A10° bow 

behaviours can be established by comparing figures 36 & 37, with figure 38. 
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Figure 36. The bow with 10° entrance angle diving and thus breaking the ice with the steep hull part 

 

 

Figure 37. A10° Bow diving in ice free channel, with (full scale) velocity of 9 knot. The diving without ice 

contact was unexpected event. 
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Figure 38. V15° Bow with 9 knot velocity in 1m ice (full scale comparison). The gained draught, pitch, and 

breaking process corresponds the theory. 

 

Thus the icebreaking process with A10° bow was not corresponding to UBIB process, but was more likely 

corresponding to E-Craft (figure 19) high resistant breaking process. 

The pitch of the model stayed low, the hull rather gained additional draught for the whole length. During 

the V15° bow tests in 40mm ice, the additional maximum draught was between 1cm and 1,5cm which 

corresponds 0,25m to 0,375m in full scale. 

The anomaly behaviour of the model ice was also noted by visual observation. The hull cut through the 

snow-like lower surface of ice sheet as scoop through ice-cream, leaving abrasive contact surface against 

the hull side, figure 39. 

During both test series there were large scale cracks in the ice field in some point, figure 40. 

Additionally the ice sheet divided abnormal manner into layers from which part slid between underwater 

hull and surrounding ice sheet causing additional friction resistance, figure 41. The structure and 

mechanical properties of the model ice varied greatly during the first test series (depending on position in 

the ice-tank). During the second test series ice properties were better in control. 
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Figure 39.UBIB in its own channel in 60mm (full scale 1,5m) level ice. The channel is cut abnormally

straight exactly by the surface of the model.

Figure 40. Large scale cracks caused by UBIB process
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Figure 41. Abnormal layers present in the model ice 
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The initial pattern (size & form) of ice floes corresponded well with the predicted, as can be seen by 

comparing figures 21 & 22 with the figure 42. The fast change rate of angle β in the area C2 (figure 27) 

caused additional crack (parallel to the moving direction) to the floes. With less additional draught, the hull 

form change would have influenced less. This unwanted event can be seen in figure 38, and it is certainly 

adding some resistance to the process. However the additional crack forms in such late phase of the 

process that it does not cause the stacking of the ice in front of the hull. 

 

 

Figure 42. The pattern of ice floes formed by UBIB V15° bow. 

 

Measured resistance for UBIB hull during the first test series can be seen in table 3. Test names in tables 3-

8; include the full scale corresponding velocity, which is also used in text instead of the used model scale 

velocity. The results of A10° bow was disregarded due the wrong breaking process, but to give reference, 

the resistance of the A10° bow was approximately 1,5 times the corresponding resistance of the V15° bow. 
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Table 3. Measured resistance for UBIB V15° bow in 60mm ice (full scale 1,5m) 

 

 

The measured resistance of the second test series can be seen in table 4. Example of resistance time history 

can be seen in figure 43. 

 

Table 4. Resistance of the V15° UBIB bow in 40mm ice (full scale 1m) 

 

 

Test

R Model 

scale (N)

R Full 

scale 

(MN) Comment

3knot 5,47E+01 0,854928

3knot presawn keel line 3,41E+01 0,532905

3knot presawn pattern 6,30E+01 0,984572

Higher resistance than 3knot. Anomalie, due higher 

strength ice

6knot 8,74E+01 1,366363

6knot presawn keel line - - Ice field suffered large crack and test was stopped

6knot presawn pattern 7,75E+01 1,21019 High resistance due high strength ice

9knot 1,03E+02 1,616224

9knot presawn keel line 1,08E+02 1,694354

Higher resistance than 9knot. Anomalie, due higher 

strength ice

9knot presawn pattern 3,17E+01 0,494888

Test

R Model scale 

(N)

R Full scale 

(MN) Comment

3knot 5,13E+01 0,8021057

3knot presawn keel line 3,78E+01 0,5912208

3knot presawn pattern 2,38E+01 0,3719229

3knot backing in icefree channel -1,29E+01 -0,2008089

6knot 5,04E+01 0,7868508

6knot presawn keel line - - Ice field suffered large crack

6knot presawn pattern - - Ice field suffered large crack

6knot backing in ice free channel -1,57E+01 -0,2456015

9knot 8,96E+01 1,3999097

9knot presawn keel line 7,98E+01 1,2462025

9knot presawn pattern 6,80E+01 1,0632314

9knot backing in ice free channel -1,78E+01 -0,2776751

12knot 9,96E+01 1,5555487

12knot presawn keel line - - not made due the crack

12knot presawn pattern - - not made due the crack

12knot backing in ice free channel -4,71E+01 -0,7362142
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For second test series, the pitch change rate stayed in general between -1,5°/s and 1,5°/s with short, 2°/s to 

3°/s dives (maximum  values were found for 9knot velocity) when model hit the edge of the ice field, figure 

44. The length of these dives was short (0,01 seconds). For the 9knot velocity during the 1 second period 

where the highest peak was present, the average change rate was 1,17°/s. Similar maximum of 2,37°/s 

peak was present in 6 knot velocity. The average change rate during the 1 s period around this peak was 

0,44°/s. For the period of 10 seconds around the peaks (6 & 9 knot velocities – full scale), the average was 

close to zero. 

 

 

Figure 43. Resistance of UBIB model in 40mm level ice 

 

 

Figure 44. The pitch time history of UBIB in 40mm level ice 
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5. Assessment of model test results with theory and conclusions 

 

As the previous chapters have shown, there exists important quantity of uncertainties concerning ice 

behaviour, icebreaking process in general and the UBIB theory. Additionally the ice model tests, which are 

used for predicting the icebreaking capability of vessels has been developed to give right magnitude 

resistance response to traditional downwards breaking process. Thus the modelling of upwards breaking 

process in icebreaking velocities has not been studied. In this chapter some of the modelling uncertainties 

are highlighted and solutions for solving them are proposed. At the end, conclusions of the UBIB theory and 

its modelling are presented. 

 

5.1. Modelling uncertainties and proposed correction factors 

 

As presented in chapter 4, the model ice behaviour in UBIB contact with thickness of 60mm (and 40mm) 

does not model perfectly the natural ice behaviour. Due the wet snow like structure of lower layers of 

model ice, the models contact with underwater parts of the ice sheet can be described as scoop running 

through the ice cream.  This, “by the hull surface cutting”, leaves abrasive ice surface on channel which 

causes high friction resistance. This additional friction resistance can be considered as anomaly which 

should not repeat in full scale. 

During the second model test series the ice free channel resistance was measured to extract the resistance 

component associated with the abnormal narrow channel. These values were (as can be seen in table 4) 

relatively high, with 3 knot velocity the resistance was 200kN (full scale). Using the chapter 3.1 presented 

theory adapted from Leiviskä & al. [2001], the resistance in channel should be less than 20kN. By 

eliminating the additional channel friction resistance by replacing the measured resistance with the theory 

based resistance, changes the total resistance considerably as can be seen by comparing tables 4 and 5. 
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Table 5. Resistance of V15° bow UBIB in 1m

level ice after elimination of anomaly

channel resistance

When comparing the channel corrected results of model tests (table 5) to theory predictions (tables 6 & 7),

the significance of ice bending strength gets highlighted. The total resistance experienced in model tests is

up to 3 times the predicted resistance (according chapter 2 hypothesis of σb value of 275kPa).

Table 6. Theoretical resistance components of UBIB V15°bow in 1m thick level ice

(using σb value of 275kPa)

Table 7. Theoretical resistance components of UBIB V15°bow in 1m thick level ice

(using σb value of 500kPa)

Test
R Full scale

(MN)
3knot 0,620001863
3knot presawn keel line 0,409116896
3knot presawn pattern 0,189818986

6knot 0,601881276

9knot 1,236314591
9knot presawn keel line 1,082607328
9knot presawn pattern 0,899636239

12knot 1,039788504

v (knot) ROW RB+OW Rµρ RµShear RµBend RµTurn R tot
3 0,00632 0,00013 0,01226 0,07821 0,01025 0,01070 0,11786
6 0,02287 0,00045 0,03731 0,07821 0,01025 0,01070 0,15979
9 0,04863 0,00097 0,06448 0,07821 0,01025 0,01070 0,21323
12 0,08315 0,00164 0,13566 0,07821 0,01025 0,01070 0,31961

Resistance (MN)

v (knot) ROW RB+OW Rµρ RµShear RµBend RµTurn R tot
3 0,00632 0,00013 0,01226 0,14220 0,03387 0,01070 0,20547
6 0,02287 0,00045 0,03731 0,14220 0,03387 0,01070 0,24740
9 0,04863 0,00097 0,06448 0,14220 0,03387 0,01070 0,30085
12 0,08315 0,00164 0,13566 0,14220 0,03387 0,01070 0,40722

Resistance (MN)
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This discrepancy between theory and model test results can be further explained and solved by studying 

the different components and distributors of the resistance. 

One key element is the friction coefficient. As model ice for the model tests gives good correspondence to 

normal icebreaking process where snow covered ice submerges under the hull, it has too high friction for 

UBIB process. Additionally as was presented in chapter 4, the model ice lower surface is even softer than 

the upper surface. Thus the friction coefficient in model tests between UBIB and the low surface of the ice 

affects considerably to the resistance. Even with adopting conservative approach where the difference of 

experienced friction and true (full scale) friction would correspond the difference between clear ice and 

wet snow covered ice, the friction coefficient is multiplied with factor 2,46 (the difference according Enkvist 

[1972]). Using the theory presented in chapter 3, the change of friction coefficient by multiplying it with 

factor 2,46 would cause the increase of frictional resistance by multiplying it with 2, for the V15° UBIB bow. 

From table 5 the frictional breaking process can be separated by deducting the value of pre sawn pattern 

resistance, from level ice resistance. This separation can be made to tests made with 3 and 9 knot velocities 

and correspond roughly to 400kN. As this presents the double of what the resistance should be, the model 

test resistance should be corrected by deducting the results by 200kN. 

The upturning process is fully frictional process which would suggest that the correction factor of 2,46 

should be adopted. However as could be seen in figure 39, the ice is compressed into smooth form during 

the breaking and turning process. Thus again by taking conservative approach and using below average 

(from 1 to 2,46) value of 1,5 for the correction factor, the resistance of UBIB process should not be 

underestimated. The turning up process component can be separated from the model tests by deducting 

the theoretical open water and channel resistance from the pre sawn pattern resistance. 

Making the corrections for the frictional breaking process and to the frictional turning-up process as 

explained above, the model test results of table 5 will change to correspond those presented in table 8. 

 

Table 8. Resistance of V15° bow UBIB in 1m level ice after elimination of anomaly channel resistance and 

frictional resistance (For comparison with theory, see table 6). 

 

Test

R Full scale 

(MN)

3knot 0,21957

6knot 0,22146

9knot 0,66224

12knot 0,56668
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In model tests series with V15° bow in 40mm ice, the y-axe forces predicted by the presented theory could 

be validated. The additional draught due the gravitational forces and the ice strength was observed to 

correspond full scale values between 0,25 and 0,375 meters. Using the chapter 3 presented equation 14, 

the calculated additional draught with 500kPa bending strength ice should correspond to 0,37 meters. 

Some assumptions of the influence of the additional draught could be made by observing the additional 

draught and total resistance between 9knot and 12 knot tests. Whilst in 9 knot velocity the additional 

draught was approximately 15% higher than with 12 knot velocity, the total resistance of 9knot velocity 

was also approximately 15% higher. During these tests the bending strength of the ice was also over the 

target especially for the 9 knot test. In both tests, some of the ice hit the steep hull part, which causes 

additional resistance. According to the theory, in 1 meter ice, using the ice bending strength of 275kPa as 

presented in this thesis, the maximum additional draught would be decreased to 0,31 meters, which would 

lead the shear and bending process to start approximately 20 centimetres earlier, giving thus additional 

time for the ice floes to turn aside. In addition to this 20cm, the brittle behaviour of natural ice compared 

to the plastic behaviour of the model ice will lead to additional margin between ice floe forming and ice 

passing the steep part of the hull. The forming of large cracks during the model tests, figure 40, visualise 

well the high pressure fields under the ice in the UBIB process. These cracks indicate further that the model 

ice in upwards breaking process is not fully brittle but has residual plasticity which causes the local pressure 

to be distributed into larger area whilst the breaking process is delayed. 

The measured pitch of the model stayed in tolerable level, supporting the given hypothesis. The bending 

strength of the ice has significant influence on longitudinal stability and thus according the theory of the 

chapter 2, the longitudinal accelerations should attenuate further. 

During the model test result assessment, the measured resistance forces were not corrected using standard 

Aalto ice-tank correction factors for ice strength and thickness. The decision of not to do these corrections 

was based on two factors: 

 The development of these correction factors is based on downwards breaking process model tests 

and comparison of these tests to full scale. As the UBIB process differs significantly from the 

traditional breaking process, the exactness of the correction factors cannot be confirmed. 

 Both the UBIB theory and the model tests results include some uncertainties, and thus the error of 

the results can be higher than the possible correction made by using the correction factors. 

For developing comprehensive correction factors for model scale testing, the UBIB process should be 

further studied and confirmed for each resistance component, both in model and in full scale. 
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The influence of water dynamic forces between the hull and the surrounding ice sheet is the least known of 

the factors. Besides the influence to the resistance, it is obvious that it influences also to the pitch of the 

vessel in way of stabilizing the longitudinal accelerations, see figure 44. It is considered that dynamic forces 

between hull and surrounding ice sheet prevent high pitching accelerations, thus the additional draught is 

evenly distributed to the whole waterline length. 

To compare the UBIB with the reference vessel, the needed thrust should be estimated. Using very 

conservative estimation for bollard pull coefficient KE (0,72) and thrust deduction t (0,1875), and HV curve 

for UBIB can be made, figure 45. The propulsion parameters are based on twin hull UBIB with two 4,5MW 

fixed propeller units at the aft and two 1,5MW pulling pod propulsion units at the fore. The result (figure 

45) indicates with rough approximation 3 times higher maximum velocity than the current state of the art 

[Arctech, 2014] vessels in similar ice conditions. The reference vessel is announced to be able to advance in 

1,5 meter thick level ice with 3 knot velocity. 

 

 

Figure 45. Prediction of level ice performance for one V15° bow hull according UBIB theory 
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5.2. Proposal for additional tests for elimination of uncertainties 

 

The optimal way of clearing the uncertainties of the UBIB process and its modelling would be 

comprehensive model and full scale testing and adaptation of the theory according the results, as has been 

done by Lindqvist [1989] for the traditional icebreaking process. However this would need years of model 

and full scale testing and several new build vessels. Thus more economically feasible solutions could be: 

 Using current model ice, with 

o adding elbows (larger breath) to the bow area of the model to eliminate the anomaly 

channel resistance 

o new surface treatment for the hull- model for lowering the friction coefficient 

o making the second hull to confirm the advantage of multihull caused weakening of the ice 

o performing comprehensive test series with different ice thicknesses and velocities: 

 towed/self-propulsion open water tests with different draughts 

 towed/self-propulsion ice free ice channel tests 

 towed/self-propulsion level ice tests 

 self-propulsion ridge and manoeuvring tests 

o lower and higher target bending strength of the ice (to confirm the magnitude of the 

bending strength influence to the different resistance components) 

 Full scale bending tests of ice beams in different temperatures, to confirm the advantage of 

upwards bending due the temperature gradient 

 Engineering the model ice to have the brittle behaviour also in the upwards breaking processes 

within icebreaking velocities. This option could also prove to be costly and time consuming, as the 

whole ice making process should be re-engineered. 

 Full scale testing, where an existing ice going vessel would be equipped with additional UBIB side 

hulls. In this option the comparison of performance with and without these additional hulls could 

give confirmation of the UBIB theory. The price would rise to few million Euros. 
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5.3. Conclusions 

 

New upwards breaking theory with new and adapted resistance components was presented. 

By using model ice tests, the basic functioning of the presented new icebreaking hull type and method 

could be confirmed. The Influence of vertical forces during the model tests corresponded with the 

proposed theory. The longitudinal accelerations of the hull were acceptable according the given hypothesis. 

The measured high resistance during the test series could be divided into different factors due to the 

extensive test program. With the help of preceding research, anomalies could be identified. By eliminating 

the anomalies from the measured resistance, values with magnitude corresponding those of the proposed 

theory were received. 

Based on the presented evaluation, the upwards bending process has proved its superiority compared to 

traditional icebreaking hull form. The presented 100m long twin hull UBIB is expected to have over 60% 

lower level ice resistance than the current state of the art. 

For further development and confirmation of the UBIB theory and optimal hull angles, extensive test 

program should be developed.  
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